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Signed on June 4, 1920 in the Grand Trianon Palace in Versailles, the
Treaty of Trianon dismembered historic Hungary. The Austro-Hungarian
Monarchy became a bygone idea. The terms of the treaty fundamentally
affected the geo-political status of the new Hungarian state and defined the
foreign policy of Hungary inasmuch as it limited the government’s scope
of action. Contemporary Hungarian public opinion understandably reacted
to the Trianon Peace Treaty with great despair and refused to accept its
terms which were considered to be unfairly punitive. Regardless of class
and status, interwar Hungarian society viewed the revision of the Treaty of
Trianon as the only possible solution for Hungary’s future. Trianon came
as a “shock on Hungary’s collective psyche,”1 and created a serious emoti-
onal “dislocation” in the Hungarian mind. The trauma which the postwar
settlement inflicted was unparalleled within living memory.

Hungarian history writing between the wars assumed a significant
role in helping the Hungarian nation come to terms with the trauma of
Trianon.2 Seeking answers for the ill-fate of the Monarchy, offering
explanation for what had happened, Hungarian historians between the wars
made an attempt to furnish the process of ‘healing’ from the shock of
defeat: they wanted to prove wrongs done to Hungary, provide evidence
and justification for revision.3 Trianon, and therefore revisionism, served
as major focuses of their inquiry. One of the most prominent figures in this
field between the wars was Jenő Horváth.

Jenő Horváth produced an extensive and voluminous body of
scholarship on the problems of Trianon in particular, and on Hungarian
and world history in general. At the same time he held several high-
standing offices in various professional as well as social circles. His
academic significance demonstrably makes him one of the “official”
historians of Trianon in the interwar period.4 Before we look at his oeuvre,
we must introduce the man and his background for the sake of English
audiences. Horváth received his doctorate in history and Latin from Buda-
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pest University in 1905. Having an excellent command of English, French
and German, first he wished to become a career diplomat. When such
ambitions failed, he opted for his second love, history, which he began to
teach at various Hungarian secondary schools. His academic interest in
and commitment to the profession of the historian manifested themselves
at a very early stage of his career. Two substantial and voluminous pieces
of his early scholarship demonstrate this: A történelem bölcselete. Tanu-
lmányok a történettudomány alapelveiről és az emberi művelődés irány-
eszméiről [The Wisdom of History. Essays on the Basic Principles of
Historiography and the Guiding Concepts of Human Culture] (1907) and
A XIX. század alapvetése. A nagyhatalmak megalakulása 1648-1715.
Köztörténeti tanulmány [The Core Principles of the 19th Century. The
Formation of the Great Powers 1648-1715. A Study in Public History]
(1910). Both attracted the attention and acknowledgment of professional
circles. Appointed Professor of History at the Nagyvárad Law Academy in
1912, Horváth turned his attention to world and diplomatic history. The
end of World War I and the crisis which set in from the fall of 1918 forced
Hungarian historians to react to the events of the war. Amidst the turmoil
caused by the defeat and the military collapse of the Central Powers, and
in response to the Hungarian fears of the prospective unfavorable peace
settlement, Horváth published his first Trianon work, Magyarország füg-
getlensége és területi épsége. A nagyváradi jogakadémia felhívása a
nyugati egyetemekhez [The Independence and Territorial Integrity of
Hungary. The Appeal of the Nagyvárad Law Academy to the Western
Universities]. Published both in Hungarian and English, the pamphlet
aimed at informing the learned public about Hungarian policies toward her
nationalities and Hungary’s claim to her territorial integrity on the basis of
the Wilsonian principle of national self-determination.5

The end of the war and the dismemberment of historic Hungary
affected Horváth’s career both directly and indirectly. Since Nagyvárad
(Oradea) became part of Romania, he had to give up his professorship
there. Like everybody else, he was devastated by the Treaty of Trianon,
which came to serve as a formative impact on his professional life after
1920. As a result, he devoted his career to the study of Hungarian history
during and after the war in order to reveal the causes of the Hungarian
tragedy, to answer yet unanswered questions, to set right and challenge
“the apparent […] myths, legends, […], and lies” about Hungary’s role in
and responsibility for the war.6 Horváth could serve these ends as
managing director of the Magyar Külügyi Társaság (Hungarian Society for
Foreign Affairs). First as editor, later as editor-in-chief of the society’s
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scholarly journal, Külügyi Szemle [Foreign Policy Review], he took active
part in the organization and the promotion of Hungarian science, politics
and culture at home and abroad. As professor of modern world and Hun-
garian history at several Hungarian universities (i.e. Pázmány University,
József Nádor Technical University, the University of Economics and the
Ludovika Academy) he published major essays and books on the causes
and consequences of Trianon. His works drew on mainstream histories of
World War I and the Paris Peace Conference of 1919–20, and on the
memoirs, diaries and statements of contemporary Hungarian and foreign
politicians. He also relied on the contemporary press and capitalized on his
professional contacts and personal relations with several mainstream Hun-
garian politicians, including Count Albert Apponyi.

One of his first works, Magyarország és a nemzetiségi kérdés
1815- 1920 [Hungary and the Question of Nationalities 1815-1920],7 dealt
with the problems of nationalities in Hungary, while A trianoni béke
megalkotása 1915-1920. Diplomáciai történelmi tanulmány [The Making
of the Treaty of Trianon 1915-1920. A Diplomatic Historical Essay]
offered a thorough analysis of the circumstances under which the peace
treaty was made and presented to Hungary for signature. The book arti-
culated the belief that the Monarchy did not fall by “her own weight,”8 but
rather due to the propaganda of the nationalities abroad.9

Horváth’s more inclusive and more voluminous Trianon works
included the almost hundred-page long historical analysis “Diplomatic
History of the Treaty of Trianon” in Justice for Hungary, a prestigious
collection of scholarly essays written by contemporary intellectuals advo-
cating the revision of the Trianon Treaty published by the Külügyi Tár-
saság. His Trianon monographs: A Milleniumtól Trianonig. Huszontöt év
Magyarország történetéből, 1896-1920 [From the Millennium to Trianon.
Twenty-Five Years of Hungarian History, 1896-1920]; and the two-
volume A magyar kérdés a XX. században [The Hungarian Question in the
20th Century] were comprehensive analyses of Hungarian history before,
during and after World War I.10

These works, which form the basis of the present survey, presented
a comprehensive account of Hungarian history during and after the war,
and offered answers to the question ‘why Trianon happened?’ Horváth’s
Trianon synthesis paid special attention to America’s role in and response-
bility for the peace treaty.  Within this context, Horváth’s works focused
on several significant issues and events in Hungarian history in relation to
American war and peace policies. These tenets served as the major
thematic cores and building blocks of the revisionist arguments and
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expectations toward the United States. Horváth’s interpretation and
synthesis of these helped create and keep alive the popular myth of the US
as a possible ally of Hungary in frontier revision. The historical narrative
he generated served as reference points for semi-official and popular
accounts and lent authority to the revisionist narrative(s) in general.11

With respect to the role of the US, Horváth focused on six major
themes: (1) the United States of America did not wish to dismember the
Habsburg Monarchy (negotiations for separate peace, the original Fourteen
Points and the Four Principles, the Inquiry’s recommendations to Wilson);
(2) Wilson changed his policy toward the Monarchy because he had fallen
victim to the propaganda of the representatives of the would-be successor
states, mainly to the influence of Thomas G. Masaryk; (3) Austria-
Hungary and the US wished to end the war on the basis of the Fourteen
Points of January 8, 1918; (4) American proposals for peace at the peace
conference in Paris were more favorable than those of the Allies; (5) the
US did not accept and approve the Trianon peace treaty (the US Congress
refused to sign the post-war treaties); and (6) the separate US-Hungarian
peace treaty did not mention the Trianon boundaries.

The belief that the United States of America did not wish to dis-
member the Austro-Hungarian Monarchy was one of the major tenets in
Horváth’s works. He systematically tried to support his case by the citation
and the interpretation of numerous statements and political manifestos by
influential American politicians, above all, President Wilson.

In the context of the peace proposed by the Central Powers on Decem-
ber 12, 1916 and the Allied reply of January 10, 1917 demanding the dis-
memberment of the states of the Central Powers, 12 Horváth discussed
President Wilson’s “Peace Without Victory Address” to Congress of Janu-
ary 22, 1917. He emphasized Wilson’s idea of the free development of
nations, the idea of nationality as the guiding principles of the “peace
without victory” proposed in the president’s message.13 With this Horváth
wished to demonstrate the American standpoint concerning the future of
the Monarchy. He even cited Secretary of State Robert Lansing’s state-
ment that

[President Wilson] is trying to avoid breaking with Austria in order to
keep the channels of official intercourse with her open so that he may
use her for peace. […] It is the President’s view that the large measures
of autonomy already secured for these older units is [sic] a sufficient
guaranty of peace and stability in that part of Europe so far as national
and racial influences are concerned […].”14
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Horváth emphasized that even before the US had officially entered
the war she stated that she did not want to dismember the Monarchy.
Furthermore, he pointed out that the US “held out the prospect of keeping
the empire of Chares IV intact.”15 (The fact that the US was not a belli-
gerent at that time, and therefore could not officially influence such
decisions of the Allies was ignored by Horváth.)

In reference to Wilson’s Message to Congress on January 22, 1917,
Horváth noted that the USA was willing to enter the war provided that
both groups of belligerents accepted the American principles of national
self-determination as the basis for the peace settlement.16 Colonel Edward
Mandel House, Wilson’s closest friend and adviser, was also quoted as
recommending the preservation of the Monarchy if it were willing to break
with Germany.17 Horváth cited Wilson’s December 4, 1917 address (US
President’s call for the declaration of war on the Habsburg Monarchy) to
buttress this point:

We owe it, however, to ourselves to say that we do not wish in any way
to impair or to rearrange the Austro-Hungarian Empire. It is no affair of
ours what they do with their own life, either industrially or politically.
We do not purpose or desire to dictate to them in any way. We only
desire to see that their affairs are left in their hands in all matters, great
and small.18

President Wilson’s January 8, 1918 message to Congress, in which
the Fourteen Points were stated as America’s official war aims for the first
time, became a key element in Horváth’s argument. Point Ten provided
the most significant building block of the revisionist expectations toward
the US. By declaring that “[t]he peoples of Austria-Hungary, whose place
among the nations we wish to see safeguarded and assured, should be
accorded the freest opportunity of autonomous development,”19 Wilson, in
Horváth’s words, “saved” the Monarchy from dismemberment.20 Thus,
Wilson’s doctrine of national self-determination and the principles de-
clared in the Fourteen Points turned out to be the alpha and the omega of
the reasoning in Horváth’s analysis and were presented as the ultimate
guarantees by the USA for keeping the Monarchy intact. Even more so,
Horváth said, because the USA was not bound by the secret treaties made
during the war.21

As Horváth emphasized, in Point Ten of the Fourteen Points
Wilson clearly stated that the US did not wish to dismember Austria-
Hungary. Horváth failed to point out, however, that the principle of
national self-determination came to be considered and interpreted by the
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peoples and states of Central Europe as the key to their independence and
freedom of action. Wilson’s principle of national self-determination lent
itself to various interpretations, and even the president did not formulate its
exact and explicit meaning.22 Horváth, on the other hand, did not mention
important circumstances which made the first official declaration of US
war aims necessary. Soviet Russia abandoned the war, preparations for the
Brest-Litovsk agreement started, while negotiations for a separate peace
between the Allies and the Monarchy failed again. All these development
contributed to Wilson’s declaration of the Fourteen Points.

American wartime policies toward the Monarchy were not
motivated by altruism, but by shrewd calculation and political strategy.23

Consequently, the image of the US as the benevolent savior of the
Monarchy, so strongly supported by Horváth, lacks evidence. Horváth did
not indicate that the Fourteen Points was not an idealistic program of war
aims, but a pragmatic and tactical move.  The way how Point Ten, the
most important point with respect to the future of the Monarchy, was
drafted illuminates this properly.

President Wilson’s private task force, the Inquiry, prepared the policy
proposals and comprehensive plans for the president concerning certain
geographic units, among them the Monarchy.24 Its memorandum, “War
Aims and Peace Terms,” threatened the Monarchy with dismemberment
yet at the same time also implied that the Inquiry did not consider such
action necessary.25 The Inquiry’s recommendation that “[t]owards Austria-
Hungary the approach should consist of references to the subjection of the
various nationalities, in order to keep that agitation alive, but coupled with
it should go repeated assurances that no dismemberment of the Empire is
intended”26 eventually served as the basis for Wilson to draft Point Ten.27

This reveals that the consideration behind Point Ten was to increase the
willingness of the Monarchy to negotiate a separate peace and win her
away from Germany.

Horváth’s belief that with the Fourteen Points Wilson “saved” the
Monarchy, therefore, was one-sided. He knew about the Inquiry’s report
and should have been aware of the American strategy toward the Monar-
chy. Still, he misrepresented this important issue. Concerning the work of
the Inquiry, Horváth used Ray Stannard Baker’s Woodrow Wilson and the
World Settlement as his primary source in which Baker published the
reports of the Inquiry.  Horváth’s quoting the Inquiry’s document that
“[o]ur policy must consist in refusing to accept the dismemberment of
Austria-Hungary”28 was presented to demonstrate America’s insistence on
keeping the Monarchy intact. The comparison of the quotation in Horváth
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with the original source, however, reveals that Horváth was bent on
adapting history to theory. Once the respective quotation in Baker had
been checked and compared with the one in Horváth and it turned out that
Horváth omitted certain and very substantial parts of the document as
written in Baker’s book. The original reads as follows:

Our policy must therefore consist first in a stirring up of nationalist
discontent, and then in refusing to accept the extreme logic of this
discontent which would be the dismemberment of Austria-Hungary. By
threatening the present German-Magyar combination with nationalist
uprisings on the one side, and by showing it a mode of safety on the
other, its resistance would be reduced to a minimum, and the motive to
an independence from Berlin in foreign affairs would be enormously
accelerated.29

Questions emerge. What explains such treatment of historical sources
on Horváth’s part? What explains Horváth’s selectively presented quota-
tion? Since Ray Stannard Baker’s three-volume book was listed as a
primary source in Horváth’s works, the Hungarian scholar clearly had
direct access to it, if not in Hungary, then abroad. It is therefore highly
unlikely that he used another source that misquoted Baker. It is more likely
that the “unconditional” stand of the United States on the side of the
Monarchy was so important to him that he deliberately manipulated the
statement. The attempt to separate the Monarchy from the German alliance
just did not really fit Horváth’s image of the US. Moreover, Horváth’s
treatment of the Baker quotation relating to the Inquiry’s recommendation
is not the only indication that he tended to ignore some facts and
overemphasize others.

By the summer of 1918 President Wilson abandoned his policy of
non-dismemberment. In his works Horváth dealt with Wilson’s change of
policy toward the Monarchy, and offered a unique interpretation. He
contended that Wilson’s change of attitude and policy toward the
Monarchy in the spring of 1918 was the result of foreign pressure from
British (mainly the New Europe group and Crewe House), French and
associated political circles, and the propaganda against the Monarchy
conducted by the representatives of the future successor states. Horváth
said that Wilson was misled and made to believe that the annexation of
territories of the Monarchy was the legitimate actions of the aspiring small
states longing for independence on the basis of the Wilsonian logic of self-
determination.30 Horváth even accused President Wilson of misjudging the
Central European situation and accepting the “fictitious” secret treaties
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made by Masaryk during the war. Wilson’s “careless mistake,” Horváth
asserted, contributed to the tragedy of Hungary.31 He thus created the myth
of Wilson the victim, wistfully manipulated and influenced by external
forces. Masaryk was presented as the arch enemy, who won “over Wilson
from self-determination to annexation.”32 “He induced the President to
abandon his Fourteen Points, and entangled him in the secret stipulations
of the Russian Slav plans, thus inaugurating the Wilson tragedy.”33

War expediency, military and political reasons explained Wilson’s
new policy toward Austria-Hungary. These included the successful
Bolshevik revolution; the Brest-Litovsk agreement between the Central
Powers and Russia on March 3, 1918 which meant the collapse of the
Eastern front, giving the Germans access to Russian supplies and allowing
them to focus entirely on the Western front; the dander to American
interests in the Far East by Japan. These factors made international
cooperation in the Far East, thus, US intervention in Siberia, in the name
of collective security, necessary. Added to this the Sixtus Affair34 in April
1918 meant the breakdown of the secret peace talks with Vienna. At the
same time, in the spring of 1918, the propaganda of the nationalities was
also set into motion. In April the Congress of Oppressed Austro-Hungarian
Nationalities met in Rome where the representatives of the nationalities
called for self-determination.

Despite these events, however, until May 29 Wilson did not give any
sign of sympathy toward the subject peoples of the Monarchy. Finally,
military events in Siberia helped Wilson resolve the dilemma inherent in
the conflict between his former policy toward the Monarchy and political-
military necessities.35 Aiding the Czechoslovak Legion36 in Siberia
provided grounds both for US military intervention in the Far East, and, as
a consequence, “rewarding” the Czechoslovaks with independence. On the
very day, May 29, when news about the Legion’s first decisive battle
reached the State Department, Wilson also indicated that he had decided to
reverse his Austro-Hungarian policy as there was no further hope of a
separate peace.37 That notwithstanding, it was only in September that the
US recognized the Czechoslovak National Council as the de facto bellig-
erent government. This led to the American sanctioning of the dismember-
ment of the Habsburg Empire, and the recognition of the rights of its
subject peoples to political independence.38

What follows from the above is that the influence of nationality
propaganda and especially that of Thomas Masaryk on Wilson’s change of
policy was greatly exaggerated in Horváth’s works. At the same time this
interpretation was a very convenient one inasmuch as such a conviction
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also served as an important ground on which Hungary could expect the US
to right the wrongs resulting from dismemberment.

Horváth’s assumption that the Monarchy ended the war on the basis of
the Fourteen Points of January 8, 1918 which, in his view, applied even
after November 3 and 13, the armistice of Padua and the military conven-
tion of Belgrade, constituted another major element of the expectations
toward America relative to the revision of the Treaty of Trianon.39 He
based his argument on the diplomatic exchanges between the Foreign
Office of the Monarchy and the State Department between the middle of
September and the middle of October 1918. Foreign Minister Count István
Burián, Horváth said, approached Wilson and initiated peace on Sep-
tember 14, 1918 on the basis of the Fourteen Points.40 Washington rejected
Burián’s note even before it was officially delivered by Swedish Minister
W. A. F. Ekengren on September 16.41 Wilson’s reply of September 16,
according to which the US had “stated the terms upon which [she] would
consider peace,”42 was misinterpreted by Horváth. Horváth stated that
Count Burián accepted Wilson’s reply on October 5 and argued that
Austria-Hungary ended the war on the basis of Wilson’s principles.43 The
documents of the State Department collectively published as Papers
Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United States, to which Horváth
had access and used as a major primary source, proved that Burián’s letter,
which arrived in Washington on October 7, did not include any acceptance
of Wilson’s note. It was the Monarchy’s actual (or second) peace proposal
addressed to the President.44

Horváth carried his argument further by drawing the surprising
conclusion that by this diplomatic exchange a binding international agree-
ment was endorsed between the Monarchy and the US. By blending these
events, Horváth also claimed that thereby Austria-Hungary and the US
mutually agreed to end the war on the basis of the principles as expressed
in the Fourteen Points of January 191845 and Austria-Hungary ended the
war without any territorial losses.46 These beliefs were mistaken. As a
professor of international law and diplomacy Horváth should have known
better, especially in light of the documents in the Papers Relating to the
Foreign Relations of the United States. The claim that the original Four-
teen Points still stood and that they provided the basis for the peace
negotiations by no means was true in the fall of 1918. Wilson’ official
reply to the Austrian peace note on October 18 explained the American
position.47 Horváth had to be aware of Wilson’s October 18 reply to
Burián’s second peace note as the document was also included in the very
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same volume of the Papers Relating to the Foreign Relations of the United
States. Still, he ignored this important detail.48

Horváth’s interpretation of the events clearly reflected wishful think-
ing. As the official historian of the world war, someone who was close to
government circles and the political elite, Horváth should have known that
in late October Hungarian Foreign Minister Gyula Andrássy was officially
informed that Point Ten was no longer valid, and no longer formed the
basis of the armistice and the peace. Moreover, Horváth had to know about
the Official American Commentary on the Fourteen Points prepared by
Walter Lippmann and Frank I. Cobb.49 The commentary put American
plans for peace on a new basis and explicitly contained the information
regarding the readjustment of US policies toward the Monarchy, including
its effect on Point Ten. The Germans knew about the specific inter-
pretations of the Lippmann–Cobb commentary, as the German news ser-
vice had intercepted the coded wireless message that communicated the
commentary to Wilson.50 And this information must have been com-
municated to the Ballhauzplatz. If not through the German channel, then
from David Hunter Miller’s book, My Diary at the Conference of Paris
Horváth could get the information that the Fourteen Points had been
modified. Horváth quoted Miller saying in connection with the Monar-
chy’s peace proposal that its “[o]nly basis is President Wilson’s Fourteen
Points, as modified.”51 But Horváth apparently gave no consideration to
Miller’s comment at all.

Horváth’s misrepresentation of Burián’s peace proposal and of
Wilson’s October 18 reply has another noteworthy feature. Horváth
emphasized that the anti-Hungarian propagandists and “annexationist
agents” in general and Thomas Masaryk in particular persuaded Wilson to
break his previous promise and reject the Hungarian peace initiatives.52

This helped underline the conviction that Wilson acted contrary to his
personal wishes and that the US originally wished to treat Austria-Hungary
in a more favorable way.

Horváth also dealt with America’s role at the Paris Peace Con-
ference and the American recommendations for peace with regard to
Hungary.53 He pointed out that Wilson and the American Delegation to
Negotiate Peace insisted on the peace settlement being made on Wilson’s
terms, and Wilson refused to endorse Allied war aims, thus, their (harsh
and punitive) conditions for peace.54 American conduct at the peace
conference in Paris favorable to Hungary, therefore, created another
building block of Hungarian revisionist expectations toward the US.
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Relying on Miller’s My Diary, but without going into detail
concerning American recommendations, Horváth presented only a few
selected aspects of the American peace plan for Hungary. For example, he
mentioned that the American proposals recommended a plebiscite in
Transylvania for the non-Romanians and free access for Hungary to the
Adriatic and the Black Sea.55 Horváth correctly emphasized that the
American Delegation at Paris put forth more favorable plans regarding the
future boundaries of Hungary than the Allies. President Wilson proposed
for an umbrella treaty for the Central Powers to end the war. He believed
that with the help of experts the League of Nations should have the
responsibility to settle the territorial questions and draw the final
boundaries in the future. Wilson’s idealistic program, however, was not
realized and the Allies made separate peace treaties with the defeated
powers.56

The eventual territorial recommendations for Hungary prepared by
the members of the American delegation reflected a less biased, and a
somewhat more objective approach than those of the Allies.57 This
notwithstanding, the final boundaries of Hungary set in the Treaty of
Trianon and the ones proposed by the Americans showed only slight
differences. In any case, the future boundaries of Hungary were decided by
default by the territorial committees of the peace conference in which the
Americans were also represented,58 and the American proposals were not
taken into consideration and failed to affect Hungary’s final borders.
President Wilson and the American Delegation had a lesser significance in
the territorial negotiations and they went along the major line proposed by
the Allies and successor states.

In connection with the defeat of the American recommendations
Horváth does not fail to mention one important issue: Wilson’s pet project,
the League of Nations. Horváth pointed out that despite Wilson’s defeat at
Paris, the League of Nations, as stipulated in Article 19 of its Covenant,
made provisions for possible future frontier readjustment.59 Given the
political-diplomatic power relations in Europe after the war, it was not
likely that the League would assist any changes in the status quo created
by the peace treaties. That the United States would have any say in the
changes was even less likely, because the US Senate, which favored
isolationism, refused to ratify the peace treaties drawn up in Paris
including the Covenant of the League of Nations clauses. Consequently,
the US never became a member of the League.

The fact that the US did not approve the treaties made in Paris was
yet another tenet of the belief that the US may support revision. America’s
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rejection of the postwar settlement was interpreted by Horváth as
America’s refusal to become a party to the peace whose correction the US
considered necessary.60 This Hungarian belief was an illusion and was
anything but well-founded. As is well-known, a Republican turn in
American politics resulted in the Senate decision concerning the peace
treaties. This political change ultimately also drove the whole Wilsonian
project overboard.

“The importance of the American connection” in treaty revision
was founded on yet another popular misconception which Horváth kept
emphasizing in his works, namely, that the separate peace the US made
with Hungary (signed on August 29, 1921) did not mention the boundaries
of the Treaty of Trianon because the US did not approve the frontiers of
Hungary. Not mentioning the frontiers of Hungary in the US-Hungarian
separate peace, Horváth said, created an important precedent inasmuch as
it made the readjustment of the Hungarian frontiers possible in the future
in which, as is implied by Horváth, the US may undertake an important
role. 61 This belief was another tenet of the revisionist expectations toward
the US. Nevertheless, this notion lacked validity. Horváth’s interpretation
that the separate peace represented the amicable relations between the two
countries and opened the way for the revision of the Treaty of Trianon was
nothing short of delusional.

In the separate peace with Hungary the US insisted on keeping the
economic privileges and rights under the Treaty of Trianon. So, in
connection with them the Treaty of Trianon was specifically mentioned.
At the same time the US explicitly renounced all the responsibilities
contained therein regarding the Hungarian treaty (mainly responsibilities
accruing from Article 19 of the League of Nations Covenant holding out
the prospect of frontier adjustment). Consequently, even the slightest
reference to diplomatic, military and political commitments regarding the
Treaty of Trianon in general, and the frontiers of Hungary in particular
was left out of the text.62 The tone of the negotiations clearly demonstrated
that Hungary was in a “take-it-or-leave-it”63 position. The specific stipula-
tions of the treaty, setting the framework for the relations of Hungary and
the United States, reflect the uneven nature of the relationship between the
two countries, with the US dictating the conditions.64

In conclusion, during the interwar years Hungarians sought
answers for the tragedy of Trianon, and the desire for its revision provided
a common ground for the whole nation. Horváth’s works offered answers
to the question, ‘why Trianon happened.’ His stated aim was to refute
myths, legends and lies right in connection with Hungarian history during
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and after the war.65 At the same time he created new myths and mis-
conceptions. America’s role in negotiating the secret peace with the
Monarchy, the US policy of non-dismemberment, the Fourteen Points and
Point Ten, Wilson’s righteous peace based on them, the idea that Wilson
had fallen victim to the propaganda of the future successor states, Ameri-
can peace plans in Paris, America’s refusal to sign the Paris peace treaties
and the US-Hungarian separate peace all served to establish an otherwise
unfounded belief relating to the role the United States may play in treaty
revision. There is reason to believe that the creation of such myths by
Horváth was intentional. His treatment of historical sources seems to
support that. The question may arise whether Horváth’s often selective
treatment of historical facts can be explained by the lack of information.
As the ‘official’ historian of the period he had access to important primary
sources relating to the history of the war and the peace, in Hungary and
abroad alike. The contemporary accounts by David Hunter Miller, Charles
Seymour, Colonel Edward M. House, Ray Stannard Baker, Harold A.
Temperley, James T. Shotwell, Harold Nicholson, etc. were, indeed, all
available to him. The bibliographies of his works clearly testify to this.
Although not indicated in his references, Horváth had to have access to
James Brown Scott’s The Official War Aims and Peace Proposals,
December 1916 to November 1918 as well.66 This publication of the
Carnegie Endowment for International Peace provides clear and specific
information about US policies during the war and in Paris. For Horváth
who was a close associate of key mainstream politicians, such as Albert
Apponyi and Pál Teleki, who were both closely related to the Carnegie
Endowment, access to the book would not have been difficult. Even
though he had the major primary sources available, Horváth’s history
writing did lack objectivity: he often adapted historical facts to pre-
conceived theory, reinterpreted and rearranged them. Clearly, he was a
historian with an agenda. He thus put “official” history writing to the
services of Hungarian revisionist policies. Horváth’s fairly biased accounts
were the works of a man whose generation directly suffered the experience
of defeat and the trauma caused by Trianon. Under this psychological and
emotional burden, objectivity was apparently too much to expect from
him.
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